2009 Volkswagen Jetta Tdi Manual Wagon
Reliability Ratings
View all consumer reviews for the 2009 Volkswagen Jetta TDI Diesel on Edmunds, MPG!
Roomy interior. Smooth manual shifting. Great power and torque. Learn more about the 2008
Volkswagen Jetta with Kelley Blue Book expert reviews. complemented by quick, smooth manual
Tiptronic downshifts and a satisfying exhaust note. Comfortable, peppy, great handling, and 40+
MPG. "Bought the 2009 VW TDI had it four months the high pressure fuel pump went out.

The 2014 Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen is ranked #None in
Wagons by U.S. News & World Report. The TDI model gets
29/39 mpg, which is excellent.
Research new and used Volkswagen cars, view Volkswagen car ratings and and Jetta, offering a
more powerful diesel engine on the Beetle and Passat. Read Volkswagen Jetta reviews & specs,
view Volkswagen Jetta pictures & videos, and get 2015 Volkswagen Jetta TDI SEL Sedan
Exterior 2009 Volkswagen Jetta SEL Station Wagon Guides · Compare Popular Vehicles · Car
Finder · New Car Ratings · Incentives and Rebates · Search Inventory · Auto Calculators. See
real-world Volkswagen Passat reliability ratings based on actual car repairs See reliability results
for all Sedans and Wagons. 2000 VW Passat 1.9 TDI 115 HP - I have roughly 136k miles on it
(220k km) and I just compared my Uplander Manual to the VW Golf and the maintenance
schedule is very similiar.

2009 Volkswagen Jetta Tdi Manual Wagon Reliability
Ratings
Read/Download
Learn more about the 2006 Volkswagen Jetta with Kelley Blue Book expert reviews. Cons:
"Headlights have manual switch" Comfortable, peppy, great handling, and 40+ MPG. "Bought the
2009 VW TDI had it four months the high pressure fuel pump went out called VW of America.
told them I know this. Read Reviews On The Volkswagen Jetta, 4207 Unbiased User Reviews.
sedan and wagon to a Lear jet, but for much of its history, the Jetta appealed to with either a fivespeed manual or a six-speed automatic transmission, while the diesel I would highly recommend it
to anyone interested in cargo space and MPG. Vehicle. 2010 Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen TDI
4dr Wagon (2.0L 4cyl Turbodiesel 6AM) The good: great performance, power, interior build
quality, MPG. 2015 VW,Volkswagen Jetta, TDI,clean diesel,mpg, fuel economy Our test car was
mated to a slick-shifting six-speed manual transmission that is rated at 31. Get the latest reviews
of the 2015 Volkswagen Jetta. Find prices Wagons · More Rankings » · News · Video · My
Showroom. Sign Up. Save your 2009 Volkswagen Polo See Photos The diesel engine in the TDI
models is a new unit, and delivers 36 mpg combined with either the manual or automatic

transmissions.

An expert and unbiased review of the Volkswagen Jetta that
covers overall road test results, ratings and specs,
reliability, owner satisfaction, and prices and costs. The
diesel's 34-mpg overall is very good, but it's upstaged by the
37-mpg we Its 1.4-liter turbo engine, electric motor, and
seven-speed automated manual.
Based on 72 ratings out of 194 reviews Thanks to the fabulous engineering at Volkswagen USA,
my 2001 VW Jetta 1.8 Turbo I noticed my 2009 Volkswagen Tiguan Headliner was coming apart
from the sunglass I find it shifts very smoothly, very quickly and in manual shift mode, fun to
drive. 2015 Golf TDI Wagon. If the Volkswagen Passat seems more American than your typical
German car, things are as the folks in Wolfsburg intended it to be. Designed specifically. Latest
Jetta is a marked improvement, but still dull as ever. Road Test: Volkswagen Jetta 2.0 TDI 150
GT 4dr DSG Title, 0–62, CO2, MPG, BHP, Price. Consider, for example, the 2009 Volkswagen
Passat: You sacrifice a bit in MPG, and Toyota goes oddly cheap on their interiors for the base
model. to me, I would have gone with the smaller (and less expensive) Jetta with the TDI diesel
and manual trans. Here's some specs on the current VW Jetta Wagon TDI diesel: Instrumented
Test – 2015 Volkswagen Golf TSI 1.8T Manual In the diesel, which costs at least $1000 more,
we achieved 32 mpg with the stick and 34. You may not be able to spot the differences, but VW's
2015 Jetta has a raft of manual (an improvement of 4 mpg) or 45 mpg with the dual-clutch
automatic. VW MKVII-Mk7 Golf family including Golf Wagon (~ 2015 +) I have owned a 2006
TDI jetta, 5sp MT, all options since it was new in 06. When I purchased that car I know they are
not diesel and the Lexus is not a manual(prius drivetrian). But I'm Just wish the Japanese cars got
45-50 mpg without being a prius. Jay03.
Fortunately for the wagon lovers out there, the all-new 2015 Volkswagen Golf 2016 Volkswagen
Jetta and Golf Rated IIHS Top Safety Pick + with the TDI automatic, and highway fuel economy
slips slightly for all but the TDI manual. Still, with the diesel pulling 43 mpg on the highway
(owners have historically done better. View specs, ratings, pricing, features, photos, and more on
the 2009 Kia Spectra 1 more combined mpg (a 4% advantage), 2 more mpg in the city (a 9.5%
sending power to the front wheels through a 5-speed manual transmission. 2009 Volkswagen Jetta
SportWagen TDI 4dr Wagon (2.0L 4cyl Turbodiesel 6M). Save $5193 on a used Volkswagen
Jetta SportWagen. Transmission. Any Manual Automatic. (clear) Wagon (1597). (clear). MPG.
Loading25-27 MPG (188) 2009 Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen TDI Review.
For 2015, North America's popular Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen became finally the Golf manual
or six-speed DSG automatic transmission such as optioned in ours. We however were able to
achieve a 43 mpg combined city and highway When considering that few competitors exist here in
terms of diesel wagons. When driven carefully, they can far exceed their standard MPG ratings
while swallowing tons of gear. Wagon Week: 2009 Volkswagen Jetta Sportwagen TDI This 2009
Sportwagen has a lot of positives – low mileage, 6-speed manual. The 2015 Volkswagen Jetta is

only available as a sedan (until the wagon manual or a six-speed automatic for an EPA-estimated
23-25/34 mpg city/highway. or a basic Jetta TDI S with the 46-mpg capable 2.0-liter diesel and a
twin-clutch Year, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005. To say
the 2015 Volkswagen Jetta TDI isn't about fuel savings is to miss the point. In a week of driving
around the city and its suburbs, the 44.4 mpg this Jetta like it alot all these years later) it'll
probably get replaced by a VW TDI wagon 6MT. USA cars also received it but VW never
mentioned it in the owners manual. 2002 Vw Jetta Engine Repair Manual 2002 Volkswagen Jetta
Engine 2006 Vw Jetta Tdi Engine Problems Sign up to download 2006 vw jetta tdi the 2002
Volkswagen Jetta, including known problems, recalls, user ratings, and reviews. Volkswagen Golf,
GTI, Jetta 1999-2004, Jetta Wagon 2001-2004 - 1.8 Liter 4-Cyl.
Our latest list includes eight great diesel-powered new cars that offer excellent and SUVs
Volkswagen cars, trucks and SUVs Honda cars, trucks and SUVs an all-wheel-drive wagon that
adds a little more practicality to the model's lineup. city/43 mpg hwy, the Passat TDI offers 140
hp and available 6-speed manual. It's not called a Jetta anymore, but Volkswagen's new compact
wagon is The TDI comes standard with a six-speed manual across the range, though the VW has
improved by 5 mpg over the previous 2.5-liter Jetta SportWagen, to 35 mpg. The first car I
bought as an adult was a Volkswagen Passat station wagon. five-speed manual transmission,
which is five mpg better than the outgoing Jetta model. The VW 2-liter, 150-hp turbo diesel
engine, which VW is pushing hard on Year, 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009,
2008, 2007, 2006, 2005.

